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NEWSLETTER

Welcome

It has been so lovely to welcome Reception back this week. We have missed you and have
loved seeing lots of you in school once again!
Following the announcement yesterday that all children will be returning to school in September,
we are now able to start planning for every year group to return. We are really looking forward
to seeing everyone back at school. We will be in touch before we finish the Summer term to
inform you on our plans for September.
We will be delivering your children's reports along with information about their classes for next
year towards the end of next week.
Strive to Achieve

Welcome!
BABY JUDE HOANG
We would like to introduce you all to baby Jude Hoang! A huge
congratulations to Mrs Hoang and her family. Both baby and mother
are doing well. We can't wait to meet you Jude!
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Staff Leaving Halsnead
We say thank you, goodbye and good luck to the
following staff. We wish them well for the future.
Mr Winstanley started his teaching career at Halsnead in 2001. He has been an integral part of
Halsnead. We will really miss him and we wish him luck as he moves on to new challenges. Thank
you for your 19 years of service, Halsnead will not be the same without you.
Mrs Stickler started at Halsnead in 1996. She has overseen SEND and supported a wide range of
children. She moves onto new challenges and we thank her for her commitment and hard work.

Welcome
TO OUR NEW TEACHERS
Miss Spencer

Miss Keenan

Mr Lenaghan

Miss Lucas

We would like to introduce you to our new teachers who are
starting this September. Lots of you will already know Miss
Spencer, she has been teaching 1S. Also joining us are
Miss Lucas, Mr Lenaghan and Miss Keenan. We all look
forward to meeting them soon.

HALSNEAD
Virtual Sports Day
Next week on Thursday 9th July 2020 we will be holding our very first Halsnead Virtual Sports Day!
Please see below for more information. Further details about the events will follow next week so
watch this space!
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QUIZ TIME
For all the Family!
1. Who was Prime Minister before Boris Johnson?
2. How many pockets does a snooker table have?
3. Which actor voices the character of Maui in the
Disney film 'Moana'?
4. How many days are there in November?
5. What colours are in the Union Jack flag?
6. What are the three primary colours?
7. What is the name given to an animal that only eats
plants?

Last Week's Quiz
Answers
1. Harry Potter and the Dursleys
2. Nine brains
3. Light travels faster than sound
4. Eight legs

8. What organ pumps blood around the body?

5. Brown

9. What CBBC show has been famous for giving out

6. Dragon

badges for decades?
10.Who is the Patron Saint of England?

7. Madrid
8. False - studies show that the human

11.In the nursery rhyme, who lost her sheep?

sense of smell is strongest in the

12.Complete the theme tune - "Bob The Builder, can we

evening but no one is sure why!

___ it?"

9. Luigi
10..Taylor Swift
11. True - approximately 42,000 tennis balls

Can you get from the start to the end of this maze?
No cheating, you must start at the green arrow!

are used each year
12. Belfast

Last Week's Maze Solution

All answers will be revealed next week!
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Year 6 Bubble A: Lily P

Nursery: Oliver & Mason B

"For producing a fantastic diary entry from the point of

"The boys are always happy to learn!"

view of a different character. Well done. Keep it up!"

Year 6 Bubble B: Sophie B

Reception Bubble A: Indiana M

"For always getting on with her work and
never making a fuss. Well done Sophie!"

Year 6 Bubble C: Grace D

"For writing a fantastic ending to the first chapter of 'Sky

"For independently writing her own

rhyming sentences in school! Amazing
work Indie! Keep it up!"

Reception Bubble B: Brayden B
"For being amazing during PE and

Chasers'. She was very creative and chose an impressive

trying his hardest. A very resilient

range of vocabulary."

Year 6 Bubble D: Max W

"For showing determination to learn
the numbers 1 - 10 in Spanish. Muy
Bien!"

Year 5: Sara P

"For her incredible artwork - her
drawing of an eye (see page
below) is simply superb!"

Year 4: Will T

boy" :)

ASPIRATION
AWARD
Who has worked
especially hard
this week?

Year 1 Bubble A: Ellie W
"Ellie has demonstrated a

wonderful attitude across all
subjects this week, especially when
discussing Paul Klee in art. Well
done Ellie, keep up the hard work!"

Year 1 Bubble B: Alyvia F
"For settling into bubble life and
becoming more confident."

"Will has shown incredible concentration at home

Year 1 Bubble C: Brooke L

throughout lockdown. He designed and carried out
a science experiment this week and found out that

"Brook has returned to school with a

the thicker the material, the quieter the sound on

beaming smile each day. Her maths work

the tub became. You are a super scientist Will!"

has been fantastic all week, partitioning 2

Year 3: Isabelle W

"For working hard and coming into school with a big

digit numbers into tens and ones. Brooke
has shown great interest in our new English
book: 'Goldilocks and just the one bear.'"

smile on her face every day!"

Key Worker Bubble A: Thomas F

"He has shown perseverance when learning to write his name!"

Year 1 Bubble D: Tilly S

"For making Miss McDonough Smile

Key Worker Bubbles B: Isla C

"For trying so hard with everything you do, you have shown great resilience
and independence this week."

Key Worker Bubbles C: Jessica L

this week."

Year 2: Lucy M
"For always completing
all her home learning

"For coming into school with such a positive attitude. You have made us

tasks on time every

smile everyday, but most of all you have shown such kindness and

week, well done Lucy!!"

compassion to your friend."
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